MEMORANDUM FOR THE MEMBERS OF USCIBEC:

Subject: Approval of the Minutes of the 22nd Meeting of USCIBEC.


1. Subject to the insertion of the attached corrected pages in their appropriate places, the minutes of the 22nd meeting of USCIBEC are approved.

2. It is requested that the word TENTATIVE be deleted from the initial page of the minutes for each item considered and the word FINAL substituted therefor.

Enclosures
1. Corrected page 7 of subject minutes.
2. Corrected page 10 of subject minutes.
3. Correction Sheet.

RUFUS L. TAYLOR
Captain, U. S. Navy
Executive Secretary, USCIB

Enclosed 26 Jan 55

Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 03-26-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526
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CORRECTION SHEET

Page, Paragraph of Final Copy

Page 7, para. inserted between paras. 1 and 2

Final: "MR. PATTON stated that for some time to come such raids would continue to be a responsibility of the DCI rather than of Defense. For this reason the question should be raised either through DCI channels or through USCIB channels since he had no knowledge to indicate that a military channel for this matter existed."

Page 10, para. 1

Tentative: "...he considered it highly probable that knowledge of our help..."

Final: "...he considered it entirely possible that knowledge of our help..."